OMT: SIDELINES TO CLINIC
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OBJECTIVES

• DISCUSS ANATOMY OF THE SHOULDER
• DISCUSS TREATING AN ACUTELY INFLAMED SHOULDER WITH OMT ON THE SIDELINE
• APPROPRIATE FOLLOW UP CARE
ANATOMY OF SHOULDER
ROTATOR CUFF MUSCLES AND TENDONS
BURSAS BELOW THE DELTOID
SCAPULAR-THORACIC MUSCLES
SCAPULO-THORACIC MUSCLES
21 YO MALE PRO BEACH VOLLEYBALLER

S: PATIENT IS A 21 YEAR-OLD, AUSTRIAN, MALE BEACH VOLLEYBALL PRO. PATIENT PRESENTS WITH RIGHT SHOULDER PAIN THAT STARTED AFTER HE SPIKED A BALL IN HIS LAST MATCH. PATIENT STATES THE PAIN IS IN THE TOP AND FRONT OF HIS SHOULDER AND HE IS HAVING PAIN WHEN HE SHOOTS, HITS, SPIKES, AND SERVES. HE STATES HE NEEDS TO BE READY IN AN HOUR FOR THE NEXT MATCH ON THE FIVB TOUR.
OBJECTIVE

• INSPECTION: RIGHT SHOULDER HANGS SLIGHTLY LOWER THAN LEFT SHOULDER THORACIC SPINE DISHED INTO FLEXION, EXCESSIVE T-SPINE EXTENSION IN SHOULDER ROM

• ROM: CERVICAL: DECREASED IN C-SP FLEXION, LEFT ROTATION, LEFT LAT FLEXION

• SHOULDER: PAIN AND DECREASED ABDUCTION. EXCESSIVE SHOULDER FLEXION RANGE WITH PAIN AT END RANGE, WITH SHRUGGING NOTED IN END RANGE. UPON INSPECTION OF FLEXION AND ABDUCTION FROM THE POSTERIOR ASPECT, PATIENT DEMONSTRATES DECREASED SCAPULAR ROTATION AND BIASES TO WARDS SCAPULAR ELEVATION INSTEAD OF NORMAL SCAPULA HUMERAL RHYTHM. PATIENT ALSO DEMONSTRATES A “SHIMMY” IN THE SHOULDER AND SLAP IN ECCENTRIC ABDUCTION WHEN PASSING THROUGH 120 AND 90 DEGREES RANGES.

• STRENGTH: WEAKNESS DUE TO PAIN ON INITIAL EVALUATION
OBJECTIVE

• SPECIAL TESTS:
  • POSITIVE PAINFUL ARC
  • POSITIVE HAWKINS KENNEDY
  • NEGATIVE SPEEDS
  • PAIN IN EMPTY CAN AND OBRIEN’S

• NEURO:
  • NO COMPLAINT OF NUMBNESS, TINGING OR MUSCLE WEAKNESS. NO SIGNS OF ATROPHY
OMT TREATMENT PLAN

• Fascial Distortion Model Clearing of the Anterior Pathway of the Arm, Posterior Pathway of the Arm, Upper Trap.
• Inhibition of Upper Traps and Pectorals Major/Minor
• Muscle Energy to the Serrates Anterior, Middle Trap, and Lower Trap
• Cupping to the Upper Trap, Infraspinatus and Rear Deltoïd with Arom of Shoulder into External Rotation
RECOMMENDED APPS

- Ess. Anatomy 5
- Starbucks
- Uber
- Waze
- Search in Chrome
  Start a search in a new Chrome tab.